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Are there opportunities for strategic buyers?  
M&A Activity in the 2008 Downturn  
and Trends in 2009 
Carol M. Sánchez, Anastasia Nowak, and Stephen R. Goldberg 
JCAF​, 2010 
Introduction 
Global M&A activity declined since the world economic downturn hit in late 2008. 
Middle-market global M&As were down 26% from 2008, while middle-market domestic deals 
were down 18%.  European M&As fared less well, down 45%, and even Asian deals were down 
35% compared to 2008.   The reasons for the downturn are obvious:  both buyers and sellers felt 1
uncertain about the market.  Buyers were, and are still, unwilling and often unable to spend, and 
potential sellers of companies were and are trying to hold on to their companies, fearful of 
selling at too large a discount.  
 
M&A Activity in the US in 2008  
In deals involving US firms only, M&A activity (measured by the number of deals and 
the dollar value of deals) decreased in 2008 compared to 2007.   Fewer U.S. firms acquired U.S. 2
firms, fewer non-U.S. firms acquired U.S. firms, and fewer U.S. firms acquired non-U.S. firms. 
The total number of M&A deals fell 19.6%, from about 9,500 in 2007 to 7,600 in 2008.  The 
dollar value fell nearly 45%, from $1,803.4 billion in 2007 to $994.2 billion in 2008.  The 
biggest drop in dollar value involved deals between US firms, falling nearly 50% from $1,166.8 
billion in 2007 to $521.5 billion in 2008.  As shown in Exhibits 1 and 2, business services and 
prepackaged software were the most active industries by number of deals, and food products and 
banks were the most active sectors according to dollar value.  
1 Davis, A. (2009, August). Buy Siders Rejoice. ​Mergers & Acquisitions​, 12. 
2The Data Pages: 2008, As Told By the Numbers. (2009, February). ​Mergers & Acquisitions​, 51-60.  
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In the US in 2008, the number of deals made in the Business Service industry (1,426) was 
more than twice that of the next most active industry, Prepackaged Software (687).   Compared 3
to the rest of the world, the majority of deals occurred in the US, in each of the top ten most 
active industries. Food & Kindred products took the top spot in terms of total dollar value of 
deals in 2008, followed by Commercial Banks & Bank Holding companies.  Many deals in Food 
& Kindred Products and Commercial Banks were made by non-US firms that acquired US firms 
(63.6% and 44.4% of the total respectively).  Most deals in Business Services, by total dollar 
value, occurred between US firms. 
 
Exhibit 1 
Most active industries 2008 (by # of deals) 
 
1. Business services 
2. Prepackaged software 
3. Insurance 
4. Health services 
5. Electronic and electrical equipment 
 
Exhibit 2 
Most active industries 2008 (by $ value) 
 
1. Food and kindred products 
2. Commercial banks, bank holding companies 
3. Business services 
4. Investment & commodity firms/dealers/exchanges 
5. Drugs 
 
Uncertainty Rules 
Several years ago, M&A experts predicted that by now, companies that had been 
3 The Data Pages: 2008, As Told By the Numbers. (2009, February). ​Mergers & Acquisitions​, 51-60.  
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acquiring capital during 2005-2007 would be using their cash to fund new acquisitions.   But few 4
predicted the economic crisis of 2008, and as a result, there were fewer M&A deals than had 
been anticipated.  In 2008, companies saw their balance sheets deteriorate as demand fell.  This 
forced companies to cut costs and reassess their credit positions.  Although slow times are good 
for investment, many CEOs, who tend to be conservative and notoriously poor market timers, 
decided to wait out the crisis.  Middle market companies especially resisted the temptation to 
negotiate new lines of credit.  Even healthy companies were less interested in making deals 
because they believed they could still gain if they waited long enough for competitors to fail. 
Geoffrey Frankel, managing director of restructuring advisory services at National City Capital 
Markets noted, “In a lot of industries, the leading companies don't want to pay for an acquisition 
when they can just pick up new clients as their competitors disappear.”   5
 
The Barbell Market and Other Challenges of Uncertainty  
The only certain thing is that uncertainty continues to rule M&A markets worldwide. 
M&A deals are often postponed in uncertain times unless one of two things happens.  One, if the 
deal is a “desperation deal” done for survival, or two, if a seller holds immune property, meaning 
it is not affected by a financial downturn and demand is still strong.  Dealmakers sometimes call 
this the “barbell” market.  Thus, M&As occur at the extremes, when companies are in either in 
poor or great shape. Everything in the middle remains in a holding pattern.  Experts predict more 
forced M&A activity through restructuring on both ends of the barbell, especially in the banking, 
retail, and homebuilder industries. 
But M&As aren’t simply victims of the financial collapse.  Past M&A behavior has 
4 MacFadyen, K. (2009, April). Burning a Hole on the Balance Sheet. ​Mergers & Acquisitions​, 22-23.  
5 MacFadyen, K. (2009, April). Burning a Hole on the Balance Sheet. ​Mergers & Acquisitions​, 23.  
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contributed to the uncertain market.  Between 2005 and 2007, many M&A deals, just like those 
in the rest of the financial community, were based on excessive leverage, over-priced deals, 
exaggerated expectation of synergies, and misaligned mergers.   Survival and growth of M&As 6
in 2010 onward will depend on the same thing as the rest of the market:  financing. The M&A 
market needs some debt to function, but the uncertainty of credit markets will continue to reduce 
the number and size of future M&A deals.  Some pundits have expressed concern about 
government regulation.  But financial uncertainty and operational issues would be more likely to 
seize the M&A market than increased regulation would.  Deals will be made as long as financing 
is available, even in a more regulated market. 
 
There Are Still Opportunities  
Interestingly, deal pros predict that the leveraged loan market will return, but not for a 
while and not in the percentages seen before the economic crisis.  To be sure, the size of the 
leverage portion of deals will fall.  This means that there will be relatively few and very 
defensive deals in the middle market.  
A lack of financing will reduce enterprise value multiples, and it will be hard to convince 
sellers to adjust to the lower values of their companies.  Because of these lower value multiples, 
sellers may be compelled to take more of an equity position in the deals.  In other words, they 
will sell a smaller portion of their equity. 
Accordingly, there is a mismatch in purchase price expectations between sellers and 
buyers.  To balance this mismatch, buyers may be willing to do minority deals and purchase a 
smaller percentage of the company than they might have bought before.  Alternatively, buyers 
6 MacFadyen, K. (2008, November). Trickle Down Economics. ​Mergers & Acquisitions​, 40-43. 
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may enter deals with large cash positions, aggressive terms, and no leverage to take advantage of 
low prices. 
Leverage issues aside, global demand still lags in 2009.   Under these slow- to no-growth 7
conditions, it is difficult for target companies to make cash projections confidently.  This makes 
valuation difficult; deals become less attractive, suggesting that many deals won’t get done.  
The situation varies, however, from sector to sector.  Consumer products and retail have 
poor visibility, and this makes their future predictions particularly unreliable.  But healthcare and 
some business services have better visibility to predict revenues and profits.  As was seen in 
2008, some key deals should be made in these sectors in 2009.  
Returning to the barbell metaphor, experts still describe the M&A environment as 'good 
companies’ versus ‘bad companies.'  Both types of deals can generate interest from private 
equity turnaround funds. Some overleveraged deals made between 2005 and 2007 may require 
restructuring or restoration, that is, paying down debt from an over-leveraged buyout, in 2010 
and beyond.  Lenders are also encouraging some transactions to restructure existing deals that 
need rescue.  
 
Strategic M&As Are Still Key, But Even They Are Reluctant Buyers 
Many of the new deals will be strategic only, as opposed to financial.  Strategic deals are 
those conducted by companies that want to integrate strategic and complementary additions to 
their firm’s existing competencies.  Financial acquisitions are deals done by private equity or 
venture capital investors who are looking for portfolio picks that will bring a high return in a 
relatively short period of time. 
7 Anonymous, (2009, January). Scorched. ​Mergers & Acquisitions​, 36-47. 
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Experts predicted that strategic M&As were certain to drop in volume in 2008, would 
withstand the pressures of stressed credit markets far better than financial M&As.   That 
prediction proved true, with some interesting caveats.  In 2008, bankruptcy filings among 
publicly traded companies climbed, and strategic buyers who had lost interest competing with 
private equity firms, found themselves in a good position to acquire these failing companies.  8
However, strategic buyers turned out to be less aggressive than one might have thought, 
because it was hard to find lenders willing to finance even a part of the deals.  Also, while buyers 
of strategics tended to have more cash on their balance sheets than ever before, and while they 
might have wanted to pick up undervalued assets as strategically appropriate, they were often 
reluctant to buy distressed companies in 2008 because of how difficult it is to get reliable 
information about companies in bankruptcy.  At best, strategics consider targets in bankruptcy 
uncertain, and at worst they assume that bankruptcy means the assets are bad.  Finally, some 
experts believe the market has not found the bottom, and strategics won’t make deals until they 
are sure it has been hit.  
Nevertheless, deals that propose to achieve synergies tend to be the most successful. 
Some successful mergers involved bringing together two under-performing companies that had 
little channel conflict.   Those mergers seem to be making it.  Still, experts agree that it is critical 
that the merged company address all aspects of synergy creation, especially the complexity of 
information technology and supply chain risks.  Failure to do so can destroy the value of the 
newly-merged company.  
 
Shakeout in the Private Equity Industry  
8 Fugazy, D. (2009, March). Shy About Distress. ​Mergers & Acquisitions​, 20-21.  
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Until the crisis hit, most private equity (PE) firms held huge amounts of debt that were 
underwritten against uncertain cash flows.  This suggests that some of the more highly leveraged 
firms might disappear, although some are expected to return and reinvent themselves.  Those PE 
firms that do are expected to use a more methodical approach to growth, providing “patient” 
capital. But the consensus among PE observers is that a shakeout  will occur, and the amount of 9
capital dedicated to the industry will contract.  In fact, some experts speculate that contraction in 
the PE industry might resemble consolidations that occur in traditional industries, as larger firms 
absorb smaller ones.  Such a contraction would surely mean smaller funds, especially in the large 
market.  Overall, PE observers say that while some familiar PE firms will probably fade, there 
will always be a need for private capital. 
 
Will the Stimulus Bill Help M&As?  
Some dealmakers believe the Obama Administration’s economic stimulus bill may kick 
start some M&A activity in the three key sectors it targets: infrastructure, healthcare, and 
education. 
Infrastructure.​  The stimulus bill assures that spending for projects in the traditional 
construction infrastructure sector will increase.   There will be a need for growth capital which 10
will drive private companies to seek out private equity investments to grow their businesses. 
However, it will take time for infrastructure companies to see revenue increases from these 
larger projects.  Companies that are more successful will gain the capacity to expand into new 
areas by acquiring smaller competitors.  Some companies that might otherwise be in trouble may 
9 A shakeout is a consolidation of an industry or sector, where the smaller and weaker competitors are acquired or 
driven out of business. 
10 Davis, A. (2009, April). The Renewed Focus on Infrastructure. ​Mergers & Acquisitions​, 32-33.  
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see a boost in valuation making them more attractive targets, which could trigger more M&A 
activity.  Private equity firms seem to be very interested in firms with capacity in green 
technology. Finally, M&A pros anticipate plenty of technology investment.  This translates into 
more acquisitions of data centers, fiber sectors, and wireless carriers. 
Healthcare.​  Most M&A activity in healthcare is expected to center around IT since health care 
and health insurance reform seems aimed in part at the adoption of a secure electronic exchange 
of health information by 2014.   In addition, the stimulus package should create a demand for 11
more types of healthcare IT businesses, which will spark M&A in order to compete and grow 
nationally. 
Education.​  The stimulus bill is expected to be a short-term fix for education and not key to kick 
starting M&A.   Still, there are areas that might provide opportunities, although dealmakers are 12
cautious.  Experts say that stimulus spending in education will preserve what already exists in the 
sector, without much new spending or investment.  Each state will spend differently, making it 
difficult to predict where and how activity will grow, if at all.  On the other hand, the education 
segment is fragmented with thousands of small companies, creating opportunities for 
consolidation.  Overall, stimulus spending should attract more investment in the for-profit 
secondary education sector. 
Other countries have also launched stimulus packages, but most experts agree that those 
in countries such as India, China, and North Africa will not attract as much M&A activity as a 
full economic rebound would.   Further, countries that hold a lot of debt currently will have a 13
hard time competing with US funding initiatives. 
11 Fugazy, D. (2009, April). Recuperative Efforts. ​Mergers & Acquisitions​, 34-35. 
12 MacFadyen, K. (2009, April). The Great Equalizer. ​Mergers & Acquisitions​, 36-37. 
13 Marino, J. (2009, April). Red Planet. ​Mergers & Acquisitions​, 38.  
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IPO Activity 
The number of IPOs filed and issued this year could be the lowest in recent history. 
However, second quarter 2009 global IPO activity increased to 76 IPOs from 52 in the prior 
quarter according to an Ernst & Young report.   The value of deals increased seven fold from 14
$1.4 billion to $9.9billon.  Activity is significantly down from Q2 2008 in which there were 269 
IPOs raising $38.2 billion of capital. The largest deals this year so far have been Brazil’s VisaNet 
($3.7 billion), China Zhongwang holdings Ltd ($1.3 billion) and Vodafone Qatar ($.95 billion). 
Exhibit 3 indicates leading sectors by number of deals and by dollars raised.  There are a number 
of indicators suggesting a possible IPO market revival including completion of follow on 
offerings, positive funds flows into the equity market, brighter corporate earnings outlook, and 
recovery in market valuations. 
 
Exhibit 3 
Q2 2009 Leading Sectors of IPO Activity 
Number of deals 
 
Industrials 16 
Materials 14 
Financials 10 
High technology 10 
 
Dollar Amount of Deals 
 
Financials $3.8billion 
Materials $1.8billion 
Telecommunications $1.2 billion 
 
14 “IPO activity shows uplift but outlook remains uncertain; Q2 sees US $9.9bn in capital raised in comparison with 
US$1.4 bn prior quarter, buoyed by Brazil’s largest ever IPO.” ​PR Newswire​, New York, July 7, 2009.  Retrieved 
September 18, 2009. 
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Ernst & Young LLP U.S. issues their IPO Pipeline Report quarterly.   It is a forward 15
look at IPO activity.  In a year over year end of second quarter comparison, the number of IPO 
deals in the pipeline decreased from 80 to 28.  Dollar amount decreased from $15.5 billion to 
$7.6 billion.  Thus, average deal size increased by about 41% from $193.3 million to $272.0 
million. Maria Pinelli, Ernst & Young LLP’s Director of Strategic Growth markets said “As 
market activity begins to build, we’ll see patient registrants finally go public, and new registrants 
come on if they believe they can move ahead in the market….Clearly China-based companies 
are seeing opportunity in this market.  Among new Q2 registrants from the greater China area, 
three have already gone effective.”  The largest group in the pipeline is technology with five 
registrants totaling $2.05 billion.  Both China and the U.S. have five deals in the pipeline.  
 
M&A Opportunities? 
Opportunities exist for strategic buyers with strong balance sheets and access to funding to 
take advantage of low equity prices and struggling companies.  Exhibit 4 lists Lahiri’s 
suggestions for creating shareholder value through strategic acquisitions.  Lahiri emphasizes the 16
importance of intangibles in a strategic acquisition.  He suggests spending time to ensure there is 
a fit between your company and the target.  During the M&A process, ask questions and take 
steps to understand the intangible value of a target company.  Organizational capital includes 
governance, decision-making and culture.  Relationship capital includes customer loyalty, brand 
15 “Ernst & Young LLP Finds Signs of new IPO Activity, Despite Fewer Deals in the Pipeline”, ​PR Newswire​, New 
York, July 23, 2009.  Retrieved September 18, 2009. 
16 Lahiri, Gaurav, Manager@Work: The M&A game in Southeast Asia, The Edge Singapore, April 27, 2009. 
Retrieved September 14, 2009.  
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behaviors, supplier networks and joint-venture partnerships and human capital includes 
leadership capability, employee engagement and productivity.  He emphasizes the importance of 
engaging your management team with your vision of the future and the benefits for all. 
 
Exhibit 4 
Creating Value through Strategic Acquisition 
● Clearly understand & value your targets' intangibles  
● Understand the intangible asset "fit" 
● Ask questions and understand: 
o Organizational capital 
o Relationship capital 
o Human capital 
● Emphasize cost and revenue savings 
● Engage your top team, managers and staff with your vision 
 
 
 
Concluding Comments 
The slow world economy, tight credit and lower stock prices have significantly slowed 
M&A activity. High level of uncertainty remains in the market.  In recent quarters, deals tended 
to be motivated by the need for survival of desperate companies and under-priced opportunities 
for strong companies.  As the outlook brightens and investors lift equity market prices, M&A 
activity is expected to pick up.  Opportunities exist for strategic buyers with strong balance 
sheets and access to funds. 
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